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Simplify your work and share files with
Dropbox by Smart ICT
Dropbox simplifies your work, with a central place to access and share files. Your
team can work anywhere, syncing important files across all devices. Shared
folders and links help teams collaborate effortlessly on any file type, without the
need for bulky email attachments or flash drives. A powerful admin console gives
your IT staff the tools they need to effectively manage the business account and
take control of the organisation’s information. With Dropbox, employees can
seamlessly and securely collaborate both within and outside of the organisation.

KEY FEATURES ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seamless sharing and collaboration
Securely view, share, and sync files and folders internally and externally with ease.
Add comments or tags for better communication around your organisation’s
documents. The Dropbox Badge, a native desktop Office collaboration tool, also
improves collaboration across all versions of Office.
Scalable storage
Use as much storage as you need, increasing storage space as your organisation
grows.
Mobile and remote access
Get easy and secure access to files from any device or platforms from anywhere
with internet connection.
Advanced security features
Dropbox is designed with multiple layers of protection, including secure data
transfer, 256-bit AES and SSL encryption, network configuration, and controls
over applications, users, and devices.
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KEY BENEFITS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Better team collaboration and productivity
Easily collaborate with others within and outside your organisation for greater
productivity.
Compatibility
Dropbox works on all major platforms. Compatible with more than 300,000
apps, Dropbox for Business works with all the apps your team already uses to be
productive—everything from Word and Excel to Photoshop and Acrobat.
Better control over data
Oversee your company’s data with enterprise-grade administrative control and
visibility tools. With the Admin Console, organisations can easily protect data,
monitor usage, audit sharing activity, and maintain business continuity and
security through such features as Account Transfer, which simplifies offboarding,
and Remote Wipe, which remotely clears files from lost or stolen devices to keep
company files in the right hands.
Save money by replacing your on-premises servers
Manage and roll out cloud storage with sufficient resilience and capacity, while
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